Supplies: ABSTRACT OIL PAINTING WITH COLD WAX Medium
VIRGINIA PAQUETTE vapaquette@gmail.com 206 5246929, leave a message
* PLEASE bring an inspiration close-up photo of texture and color the first class
Supplies from the art store: (like Blick and Artist and Craftsman, for lowest prices,--please consult this catalog for all prices : Dickblick.com
-Gamblin Cold Wax medium 16 oz
-Gamblin Galkyd (#1)
-Gamsol OMS (odorless mineral spirits)
-Cradled wood (birch) panels: 12”x12” and your choice larger, about 16” x20” —prefer
pre-gessoed surface, but you can gesso them yourself. 2 heavy coats required.
-(Golden brand) gesso--small
-Oil Paints – prefer ARTIST/PROFESSIONAL-grade paint, like Blick, Gamblin,
Utrecht, but you can also use some student-grade ones to substitute for more expensive
colors, like turquoise. Some of the sets of pro oil colors would be fine. Following is a
suggested palette, but you are free to choose other colors, and as many as you want.
Black, white and one dark color and its complement (opposite on the Munsel color
wheel,) ie violet and y-g, is a 4-tube minimum palette.
Suggested palette: Black, white, burnt sienna, burnt umber, hansa yellow,
Ultramarine blue, phthalo or cobalt Turquoise, napthol red or cadmium red hue,
quin. magenta
optional: titan buff, indigo, cad yellow deep hue, cerulean blue hue, ochre,
opaque orange.
-Oil bars, small: titanium white, ---more colors optional
-Artgraf carbon disc, black---more col0rs optional
-optional: Graphite stick/crayon - 4B or 6B
-Munsel color wheel, on line, print out
-Palette knives, 2 ---medium rectangular blade, or larger
-gray Catalyst silicon “color shaper” #06 (bean-shaped scraper tool)
-Stiff flat bristle oil brushes, inexpensive, wide flat approx. 2”, and small pointed #8
-Large disposable paper palettes 12”x16”, and something stiff to tape to, baking sheet?
-newsprint paper pad
-rubber brayer
Supplies from the hardware store or in the kitchen: Scavenge for free mark-making,
texture tools you may already have, like: Chip/basting brushes, bamboo skewer, tooth
picks, bubble wrap, metal or plastic shapes, silicone bowl scraper, steel wool, rubber
mesh, Soft (cotton) rags, paper towels, sponges, whisk broom brush, vinyl/ latex gloves,
masking tape.

Estimated cost of supplies: $150-175; contact Virginia Paquette with any questions.

